
 

           
 

 
 

ZONE3 joins NEWEN NETWORK 
The major network of producers and format exchange  

 
Montréal and Paris, April 13, 2015 - ZONE3, television production industry leaders in Canada, 

and the NEWEN group, France’s largest independent television producer and creator of a 

global network of independent producers, today announce their partnership as part of the 

NEWEN NETWORK. 
 

NEWEN NETWORK represents an opportunity for local and international growth, in both 

entertainment and fiction programming. The network enables partners to sell their formats 

internationally as well as acquire programs for their domestic markets. Members are also 

encouraged to develop programs jointly and undertake international coproduction of 

series.  

A network for the exchange of formats – entertainment, new formats, lifestyle, games, etc. 

- NEWEN NETWORK invites one leading producer per country to join. The network now 

includes a new player, ZONE3 representing Canada. Besides NEWEN, the leading 

independent producer in France, ZONE3 also joins GLOBOMEDIA, Spain’s leading 

independent television producer, TÉVÉ MEDIA GROUP, one of Holland and Belgium’s major 

independent audiovisual groups and BAVARIA FILM, one of Germany’s leaders in 

audiovisual production. 

“This alliance with NEWEN Network opens the doors to the European and world markets. 

We welcome these new opportunities and are determined more than ever to promote 

Canadian productions beyond our borders. As well, in an extremely competitive 

international market, NEWEN NETWORK will enable us to always satisfy broadcasters’ 

requests and to acquire the best foreign programming for our domestic market.” Michel 

Bissonnette, President of ZONE3. 

 

“We are thrilled to welcome ZONE3 into the NEWEN NETWORK since we chose one another.  

Canada, and in particular Quebec, is a territory that emphasizes original creation. ZONE3 is 

recognized for its creativity, the quality of its programs and the audiences they attract. Our 

new partner is also active with broadcasters in Quebec, Ontario and the United States. We 

are convinced that this alliance will contribute to accelerating the broadcast of European 

programming in North America and the adaptation of Canadian programs in France as 

well as in our network’s member countries,” said Tanguy de Franclieu, Managing Director, 

NEWEN International. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.newennetwork.com/
http://www.globomedia.es/
http://www.newencontent.com/newen/
http://www.newennetwork.com/


 

 

 

 

ABOUT NEWEN NETWORK 

 

Created in May 2011, under the leadership of Fabrice Larue, President of NEWEN and Tanguy de 

Franclieu, NEWEN NETWORK brings together the most talented and creative independent television 

producers who are strongly positioned in their domestic markets. Created as an open network that 

major global independent players in audiovisual production would join, NEWEN NETWORK offers each 

of its partners priority access to the best television formats. For members, being a part of NEWEN 

NETWORK is a driver for local and international growth by accelerating the sales of their formats 

outside of their borders and enabling them to acquire the best foreign programming for their 

domestic markets.  

Since its creation, NEWEN NETWORK’s achievements speak for themselves – 70 non-scripted formats, 

21 fiction formats and 27 coproduction projects pitched by the four current members.  

ABOUT ZONE3, TELEVISION DIVISION 

 

With some 850 hours of television produced annually in English and French, ZONE3 is Quebec’s 

television production leader and one of Canada’s biggest players. Active in drama, variety, lifestyle, 

youth programming and documentaries, ZONE3 provides programming for a large number of 

broadcasters both domestically and abroad. Its original productions draw large audiences and 

become well-loved shows. This success is translated each year by an impressive haul of awards and 

distinctions.  ZONE3’s iconic programs include Prière de ne pas envoyer de fleurs (In Lieu of Flowers), 

Opération Séduction, Le Cœur a ses raisons (The Heart has its Reasons) and Les Bobos.   

ABOUT NEWEN 

 

NEWEN is the leading independent television producer in France, producing more than 1,300 hours of 

programming per year. The group is represented on all of the French networks and is active in all 

genres (drama, game shows, entertainment, documentary, reporting and animation). NEWEN’s 

ambition is to be an internationally renowned laboratory of French original creation. This international 

dimension takes expression in NEWEN NETWORK, a club of independent producers who are leaders in 

their respective countries; in NEWEN DISTRIBUTION which distributes programming both from the group 

as well as third-parties in more than 80 countries; in co-development partnerships for non-scripted 

formats (such as the game show Sensational developed with Fuji); and in international coproduction 

of prestigious fiction series such as Versailles (co-produced by Capa Drama, a division of NEWEN, with 

Zodiak and Incendo for Canal+). 

PR CONTACTS FOR MORE DETAILS 
 

KBZ Corporate for Newen 
Karine ZIMERAY                +33 6 09 15 65 14             kzimeray@kbzcorporate.com 

Sandra TRICOT                 +33 6 65 85 85 65            stricot@kbzcorporate.com 

 

Stéphanie DE BOUILLÉ     +33 1 53 78 70 25              debouille@newencontent.com 

 

LEISA LEE GROUP for ZONE3 

Leisa Lee  +1 514-946-2010   leisa@leisaleegroup.com 
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